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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to examine the model dependence of the stringent constraints on
the gluino mass obtained from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments by analyzing the
Run II data using specific simplified models based on several ad hoc sparticle spectra which
cannot be realized even in the fairly generic pMSSM models. We first revisit the bounds on the
gluino mass placed by the ATLAS collaboration using the 1l + jets + E
/T data. We show that the
exclusion region in the Meg − Mχe01 plane in the pMSSM scenario sensitively depends on the mass
hierarchy between the left and right squarks and composition of the lighter electroweakinos and,
to a lesser extent, other parameters. Most importantly, for higgsino type lighter electroweakinos
(except for the LSP), the bound on the gluino mass from this channel practically disappears.
However, if such models are confronted by the ATLAS jets + E
/T data, fairly strong limits are
regained. Thus in the pMSSM an analysis involving a small number of channels may provide
more reliable mass limits. We have also performed detailed analyses on neutralino dark matter
(DM)constraints in the models we have studied and have found that for a significant range of
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LSP masses, the relic density constraints from the WMAP/PLANCK data are satisfied and LSPgluino coannihilation plays an important role in relic density production. We have also checked
the simultaneous compatibility of the models studied here with the direct DM detection, the
IceCube data, and the LHC constraints.
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Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1–8], which allows inter-conversion of fermions and bosons, is one of the
most well motivated and widely studied extension of the Standard Model (SM). It offers solutions
to several short-comings of the SM like, the hierarchy problem [9, 10], the unification of gauge
couplings [11,12] at a scale, MG ≃ 1016 GeV and it contains a viable Dark Matter (DM) candidate
[13–21]. SUSY can also trigger Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB) [22–24] which is an
ad hoc phenomenon within the realm of the SM. SUSY being the most popular and attractive
extension of the SM, the ATLAS and the CMS collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
experiments have been trying to probe various SUSY scenarios in different channels in order to pin
down the physics beyond the SM (BSM). However, so far the LHC has not been able to come up
with any hint of SUSY up to center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV yet.
Sparticles like squarks and gluinos belonging to the strong sector of SUSY have been searched
with great enthusiasm because of their large production cross sections. Consequently stringent
bounds on the masses of these sparticles have been obtained by both ATLAS and CMS collaborations from RUN I [25–31] and RUN II [32–46] data. However, these bounds are obtained on the
basis of certain ad hoc assumptions which are often hard to realize even in the generic pMSSM
which is a popular and broader framework for studying SUSY. Hence relaxation of the above bounds
is possible, for example, in compressed SUSY scenarios [47–53].
Recently the ATLAS collaboration has published their analyses for squark/gluino searches [54]
based on integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1 at the LHC RUN II which, as expected puts stronger
mass bounds on squarks and gluinos. In this paper we begin with the channel 1l + jets + ✚
E✚
T . The
results are interpreted in terms of a simplified model. In the ATLAS analysis the relevant sparticles
are assumed to be the gluino (e
g ), the lighter chargino (e
χ±
χ01 ), where
1 ) and the lightest neutralino (e
the masses of e
g and χ
e01 are free parameters. Only the first two generations of squarks of L-type
(the bosonic counterpart of left handed quarks) are assumed to mediate the gluino decays, while
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the R-type squarks are decoupled. In addition χ
e±
1 mass is assumed to be the arithmetic mean of
the two free parameters. This optimizes the phase space of gluino decays. It is further assumed
that the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is bino like and the lighter charginos are wino like.
All other sparticle masses are set beyond the reach of the LHC. It is also assumed that the gluinos
decay into the wino like lighter charginos in association with two light quarks with 100% branching
ratio (BR).The lighter charginos subsequently decay into W ± χ
e01 with 100% BR. The final state
lepton arises from the decay of the W ± according to the SM.
It is obvious that many of the above assumptions are designed to obtain very strong bounds
on the gluino mass and even more stronger statements are made on the basis of these bounds.
Perhaps the practice of thinking critically on results involving large model dependent uncertainties
is no longer in vogue. Even if we leave this issue aside, one can still make several remarks on this
approach. First these model dependent limits should be cross checked in a more generic framework
like the phenomenological Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (pMSSM) [55]. We will show
that in this case there are less contrived models where the above limits weaken significantly. In
some cases they may even disappear. Secondly, within the narrow framework of a simplified model
implications of LHC data for various DM search results can not be reliably studied.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the above issues within the broader framework of
the pMSSM. First we examine whether the above limits on the gluino mass can be significantly
relaxed in some pMSSM scenarios. To begin with the pMSSM parameters are so chosen that the
models resemble some features of the ATLAS simplified model. However, some differences are
inevitable. For example, if the lighter chargino is wino like, the χ
e02 is also wino like and almost
degenerate with the former and contributes significantly to gluino decays which affects the signal.
The special choice of only relatively light L-type squarks, as in the ATLAS work, allows the gluino
to dominantly decay into wino like sparticles. In addition the presence of relatively light R-type
squarks enhances the fraction of direct gluino decays into the bino like LSP resulting in a further
suppression of the leptonic signal. In summary in the pMSSM gluinos may decay into all lighter
electroweakinos none with 100 % BR as assumed in the ATLAS analysis. Phase space suppression
due to modified gluino-chargino-LSP mass hierarchies may further reduce the mass limits which we
will also explore.
Finally, the impact of changing the compositions of the lighter charginos and neutralinos (to-
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gether called lighter electroweakinos) also affects the mass limits. In fact, higgsino like charginos
have not received the due attention in sparticle searches at the LHC. Phenomenological studies [56–60] for probing Electro-Weak (EW) sectors through electroweakinos have also been performed in the light of ATLAS/CMS data [61–64].
Since the bounds on the gluino mass obtained by ATLAS is based on wino like lighter charginos,
it would be interesting to see the results corresponding to a higgsino like χ
e±
1.
In this way we identify different classes of models where the gluino mass limits are significantly
reduced. In the most dramatic cases we find that in some generic models the bounds from the
1l + jets + E
/T channels are completely washed out.
However, the class of models with suppressed 1l + jets + E
/T signal are expected to yield more
jets + E
/T events. We, therefore, revisit these models with reduced gluino mass limits using the
ATLAS jets + E
/T data [65]. In many cases stringent exclusion contours in the Meg − Mχe01 plane are
restored. The lesson of this exercise is that even in the popular and more general pMSSM model
with 19 parameters more realistic bounds may be obtained if they are derived from data collected
from a small number of channels. A similar observation was made using LHC Run I data [56, 57].
One can, therefore, go beyond rather contrived simplified models while analyzing LHC data without
making the analysis involving many channels unmanageably complicated.
Various SUSY models with R-parity conservation [7, 8] provide a stable LSP. This sparticle,
usually chosen as the lightest neutralino, is a popular DM candidate. This weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) may explain the observed DM in the universe [13–21, 66–75]. The first
stringent constraint on the pMSSM came from the WMAP measurement [76] of the DM relic
density. However, we shall use the more recent and slightly improved relic density data obtained
by the PLANCK experiment [77].
In ref. [78] it was discussed that the physics of DM relic density depends on a multitudes
of scenarios in the pMSSM. Apparently DM relic density production is expected to be almost
insensitive to parameters in the strong sector. However, quite often a mass relation among the
LSP-lighter chargino and gluino masses (like the one assumed by ATLAS mentioned above) is
assumed to simplify the analysis. As a result the exclusion contours in the LSP-gluino mass plane
from LHC data get further restricted by the DM data as will be shown in the upcoming sections.
More interestingly gluino-LSP coannihilation [79–83] directly plays an important role in DM relic
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density production in a wide class of models studied by us. This role of the gluino especially for
high LSP mass has not been discussed in the context of recent LHC data.
We will further constrain the allowed parameter space (APS) of the above models using data
from direct searches of DM from the LUX [84] and, subsequently, by the XENON1T [85] experiments. It should, however, be borne in mind that the computation of the LSP-nucleon scattering
cross section, which is a crucial ingredient in this exercise, involves sizable uncertainties both theoretical and experimental. For example, it is not known whether the flux of DM in the neighbourhood
of the Earth is strong enough to lead to an observable signal. On the other hand the theory of
LSP-nucleon scattering in a low energy experiment involves several uncertainties. Nevertheless,
this terrestrial experiment for DM search remains popular.
Additional constraint on pMSSM models which we have studied, can be obtained from the DM
capture in the SUN as measured by the IceCube experiment [86]. This may also constrain the
pMSSM models we have studied.
In sec.(2) we shall briefly discuss the LHC and DM constraints and the strategy for simulating
the LHC signals. Descriptions of the models under study and the corresponding constraints from
various data will be discussed in sec.(3) and (4). Subsequently in secs.(5) and (6) we will discuss
the above models in the light of the direct detection of DM and the IceCube data. We discuss the
possibility of discriminating among several models, if SUSY signals show up in future LHC runs,
in terms of relative signal strengths in sec.(7). Finally, we will make concluding remarks in sec.(8).

2

Methodology

2.1
2.1.1

Constraints
Higgs mass at 125 GeV

In the framework of pMSSM one can easily accommodate the lighter Higgs mass, Mh to be around
125 GeV [87, 88]. Loop corrections for Higgs masses due to top-squarks demand large values of
soft trilinear coupling At (around 5 TeV) [89] which in turn reduces the average mass scale of
SUSY. In our analysis Mh is required to be within the mass window between 122 GeV to 128
GeV. This window is considered to take care of theoretical uncertainty in computing the lighter
Higgs mass. This theoretical uncertainty in computing the lighter Higgs mass comes into picture
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due to renormalization scheme, scale dependence, radiative corrections to Higgs mass up to three
loops [90–95].
2.1.2

Constraints from ATLAS 1l + jets + E
/T and jets + E
/T analyses

In ref. [54], pair productions of gluinos and squarks at 13 TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity
of 139 fb−1 were considered with subsequent decay of gluinos into χ
e±
1 and appropriate quarks with
100% BR. The lighter charginos further decay into W ± and the LSP with 100% BR leading to
the signal comprising of 1l + jets + ✚
E✚
T . The analysis was based on simplified model with certain
assumptions mentioned in ref. [54]. In this analysis ATLAS chose the mass hierarchy among ge, χ
e±
1,
χ
e01 defined by x =

Mχe± −Mχe0
1

1

Mge−Mχe0
1

, where Meg , Mχe± and Mχe01 are the masses of gluino, lighter charginos
1

and LSP respectively. Leptons considered here are only electrons or muons. The sets of cuts implemented were given in Table 2 in [54] with respect to 4 different exclusive signal regions (SR)
defined as SR2J, SR4J low-x, SR4J high-x, SR6J. Although SR2J and SR6J are pertinent for our
analysis in which x is set to be 1/2, i.e., the mass of χ
e±
g and Mχ
e01 .
1 is placed midway between Me
The upper limit on visible cross sections for different SRs for this study are adopted from Table 11
of ref. [54]. From the exclusion contour in the Meg − Mχe01 plane shown in the top-left pane of Fig. 8
in ref. [54], it is observed that for negligible mass of the LSP Meg . 2.2 TeV is excluded. Moreover,
for mχe01 & 1.26 TeV there is no lower bound on mass of gluino.
Next we briefly discuss the gluino search by the ATLAS collaboration through gluino pair
production leading to the final state comprising of jets + E/T at 13 TeV LHC with an integrated
luminosity of 139 fb−1 . In simplified models only the LSP, the lighter charginos and the gluino
are within the kinematic reach of the LHC whereas the other sparticles and heavy Higgses are set
beyond the LHC reach. The mass of χ
e±
1 is considered as the arithmetic mean of the LSP and the
gluino masses. In this analysis ATLAS assumed gluinos to be decaying into ii e
g → q q̄ χ
e01 or in iii

ge → q q¯′ χ
e±
/T signature. We use
1 both with 100% BR. These cascade decays finally lead to jets + E
the limit which is given for the direct decays of the gluino (e
g → q q̄χ
e01 ). Our analysis is based on
this channel.
ATLAS collaboration consider ten inclusive SRs for studying this simplified model. The analysis
cuts are given in Table 8 and Table 9 and the upper bound on effective cross sections of BSM physics
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for different SRs are given in Table 12 of ref. [65]. In Fig.14 of ref. [65] it has been observed from
the exclusion contour that, for negligible LSP mass Meg . 2.3 TeV is excluded. Moreover, for
Mχe01 & 1.2 TeV there is practically no bound on Meg .
2.1.3

Constraints from Dark Matter

Although the PLANCK data [77] for satisfying the observed DM relic density has a tiny observational uncertainty (0.120 ± 0.001), we note that there is about 10% theoretical uncertainty in
computing the SUSY DM relic density [96, 97]. This 10% theoretical uncertainty arising from
the renormalization scheme and the scale variations due to higher order SUSY-QCD corrections
amounts to approximately six times the observational uncertainty as mentioned in refs.[149,150].
Several (see for example, refs. [98,99]) analyses included this theoretical error or even more in their
works. This prompts us to consider Ωχ h2 = 0.120 ± 0.006 that leads to the following bounds
0.114 < Ωχ h2 < 0.126
where h = 0.733±0.018 [100] is the expansion rate of the Universe, the Hubble constant, in the units
of 100 km/Mpc-s. Apart from the above direct DM constraints we further impose the following
indirect searches for the DM candidates.
DM direct detection constraints like bound on spin-independent (SI) LSP-proton scattering
cross section σχSI
ep is imposed using the the LUX [84] and the XENON1T [85] data.
This analysis is also subjected to the indirect detection bound on spin-dependent (SD) LSPproton scattering cross section σχSD
ep obtained from the IceCube experiment [86].

2.2

Simulation using LHC RUN-II data

We generate the sparticle mass spectra and decays in SUSY-HIT [101]. Gluino pairs are then produced using MG5 aMC@NLO [102] at 13 TeV centre of mass energy with the PDF set NNPDF2.3LO
[103]. Next the showering and hadronization are processed via Pythia 8.2 [104]. Matched events
are generated using the CKKW-L scheme [105]. Delphes 3.4 [106] is employed for the reconstruction of dressed objects like jets, leptons, missing pT etc. and implementation of analysis cuts. The
jets and leptons are pre-selected with certain loose quality requirements and are termed as ‘baseline’
by the ATLAS collaboration. Signal objects, on the other hand, are further selected with tighter
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identification criteria applied on the baseline objects. Furthermore, the next to next to leading
order (NNLO) cross sections of the gluino pair production are taken from the ATLAS-Twiki [107],
for simulation purpose.
In order to validate our simulation we compute the exclusion contour given by the ATLAS
collaboration [54, 65] using Delphes 3.4 [106] after generating the events in MG5 aMC@NLO [102].
We have followed the electron/muon-jets isolation criteria for reconstructing and identifying those
objects according to the ATLAS prescription. We have implemented the detector simulation using
ATLAS card given in the Delphes 3.4 code. The signal regions segmented by the ATLAS are
characterized by a number of kinematical cuts and NBSM (= production cross section × luminosity
× cut efficiency × acceptance) which is the number of signal events coming from the BSM scenario
only. Any pMSSM parameter space point is excluded in our simulation if the yield exceeds at least
one of the values of NBSM . For the purpose of obtaining exclusion contour for our models we have
used the NBSM number as the limiting value. We vary Mχe01 keeping Meg fixed in order to obtain
the number of signal events in a particular model very close to NBSM value. The value of Mχe01 for
which the yield becomes closest to NBSM marks a limiting point for a particular Meg in a particular
model. Next we vary the gluino mass to construct the entire exclusion contour in the Meg − Mχe01
plane. The validation results are in agreement with the ATLAS contour within 10% alteration.
Throughout this paper we consider the validated exclusion contour as the ATLAS exclusion contour
for 1l + jets + E
/T and jets + E
/T channels.

3

Models

This section has two subsections corresponding to different compositions of χ
e±
χ02 . These sparticles
1 /e
are assumed to be dominantly wino (higgsino) in subsec.3.1(3.2). In both the subsections the LSP
is assumed to be bino like. The heavier electroweakinos are assumed to be decoupled in both the
discussions.
The masses of the LSP and gluino are free parameters and are determined by U(1) and SU(3)
gaugino mass parameters M1 and M3 , respectively. The SU(2) gaugino mass parameter M2 is
chosen in such a way to produce Mχe± exactly halfway between Meg and Mχe01 . In the pMSSM
1

scenario, M2 sets the masses of both the lighter chargino as well as the second lightest neutralino
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which are nearly mass degenerate. All slepton mass parameters are set at 3.0 TeV, and hence they
are inaccessible at the LHC RUN II.
Third generation squarks are assumed to be decoupled. All other soft breaking trilinear terms
are considered to be zero except the trilinear term for top quark. At = 5 TeV has been chosen in
order to get SM-like Higgs mass at around Mh ≃ 125 GeV [90, 91]. Throughout this study tan β
is set at 10 and the values of the pseudo scalar Higgs mass MA is 3 TeV and MH ± is obtained
around 3.002 TeV for wino model (discussed in subsec.3.1) and for higgsino model (discussed in
subsec.3.2).

3.1

The Wino Model

In wino model χ
e±
χ02 is considered to be wino dominated. In this model we further assume χ
e01 to
1 /e
be bino dominated in most of the parameter space. This can be achieved by considering a large
value of higgsino mass parameter, µ (µ ≃ 2M2 ), which satisfies the hierarchy M1 < M2 ≪ µ, where
M1 and M2 are the U(1) and SU(2) electroweak gaugino mass parameters respectively.
In this analysis, M2 is not a free parameter rather it is constrained by the relation x =

Mχe± −Mχe0
1

1

Mge−Mχe0
1

(see subsec.(2.1.2)). On top of it, we have a number of variant scenarios assuming different hierarchy
of masses of the L-type and R-type squarks, which we describe in the following subsections.
3.1.1

LLRLW: Left Light Right Light Wino model

In the Left Light Right Light Wino (LLRLW) model, it is assumed that the diagonal entries of the
first two generations of squark mass matrices take the value around 2.5 TeV, which are heavier than
the gluino masses we study. As a result gluino has only three body decay modes and in particular,
it has moderately large BR in the decay mode ge → q q̄ χ
e01 . This is because of the fact that the
intermediate off-shell squarks have equally large doublet and singlet contributions, where the latter
favorably couples to the bino like LSP. Therefore, the BR (e
g → qq ′ χ
e±
1 ) is depleted compared to the
simplified version considered by the ATLAS which assumed this BR to be 100%. As a result, the
yield of 1l + jets + E/T signal events which diminishes appreciably the LSP mass compared to that
of the ATLAS simplified scenario corresponding to the same gluino mass.
In Fig.(1) the parameter space excluded by the ATLAS collaboration is displayed by the solid
black line and the corresponding degraded exclusion contour in respect of LLRLW model is shown
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by the green dashed line. From the ATLAS analysis [54] it has been observed that for negligible
LSP mass Meg < 2.2 TeV is excluded. Furthermore, there is no bound on Meg where Mχe01 exceeds
1.26 TeV. It is evident from the figure that the limit on gluino mass reduces appreciably by an
amount around (200 − 250) GeV with respect to the corresponding ATLAS bound. For negligible
LSP mass the excluded region is now relaxed to Meg ≈ 2 TeV, whereas, for Mχe01 ≈ 970 GeV the
bound on Meg ceases to exist.
Throughout the work, we have considered the compression factor x = 0.5 (see subsec.(2.1.2)
for details). In this model the limits on the Meg comes down from 2 TeV to 1.7 TeV as x increased
from 0.5 to 0.7 for negligible Mχe01 . It may be noted that as we increase x from 0.5 to 0.7, the BR
g→χ
e
e01 q q̄ leaps from 35% to 80%.
2500

2000

µ=2M2
tanβ=10
MA=3TeV
x=0.5
M~q =M~q =2.5 TeV
R

1500
~0

~
Mg

1

M~χ0 (GeV)

L

ATLAS 1lepton
LLRLW model

=

Mχ1

1000

500

0
500

1000

1500
M~g (GeV)

2000

2500

3000

Figure 1: Exclusion contour for the Left Light Right Light Wino (LLRLW) model is shown in the
Meg − Mχe01 plane. The solid black line corresponds to the observed limit as given by ATLAS from
the 1l + jets + ✚
E✚
T data at 13 TeV center-of-mass energy in the simplified model [54]. The green
dashed curve is the modified excluded region for the LLRLW model where relatively low L-type
and R-type squark masses (but still heavier than the gluino mass) are considered along with wino
type lighter charginos and second lightest neutralino. The cyan blue dots signify masses of the LSP
which are allowed by the PLANCK relic density data [77]. The region above the red diagonal line
is disallowed as gluino becomes the LSP.
The two distinct branches in agreement with the PLANCK data [77] are presented in Fig.(1).
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The corresponding allowed regions are shown in cyan blue points. In the lower branch the cyan
blue points imply DM producing mechanisms corresponding to LSP-pair annihilation through a
s-channel light h-resonance of mass ≈ 125 GeV. Moreover, there are points in that branch which
correspond to Z-resonances also. This branch extends up to Meg . 800 GeV. For higher gluino
masses the tiny higgsino component of the dominantly bino like LSP is too small to continue this
mechanism.
The upper branch is approximately parallel to the red line. The lower part of this branch
represents the mass region where the LSP pair annihilation is the dominant DM relic density
production mechanism. In the upper part of this branch the LSP coannihilation with a nearly
mass degenerate sparticle like the e
g, χ
e±
e02 are the main contribution to the relic density
1 and χ
production. For very high gluino masses beyond the LHC reach, LSP coannihilation with gluino
plays a very important role for DM relic density production.
3.1.2

LLRHW: Left Light Right Heavy Wino model

This model is closer to the ATLAS simplified model compared to the LLRLW model. In the Left
Light Right Heavy Wino (LLRHW) model, the SU(2) doublet L-type squark mass parameters of
first two generations continue to be ∼ 2.5 TeV as in the previous case. However, the masses of the
R-type squarks are considered to be at large value around 6.5 TeV. This means that the R-type
squarks play insignificant role in gluino decay processes for this scenario. Since the intermediate
off-shell squarks are mostly SU(2) doublet, the BR of the decay mode, e
g → qq ′ χ
e±
1 is higher than
that of the LLRLW model. However, in this scenario gluino also decays to χ
e02 q q̄ with a moderate
to large BR. χ
e02 being wino like, further, predominantly decays to he
χ01 along with Z χ
e01 decay mode
e01 does not contribute to the 1l + jets + E/T final
with negligible BR. The decay mode he
χ01 or Z χ
state. Consequently, the number of 1l + jets + E/T signal events decreases appreciably compared to
the simplified model considered by the ATLAS collaboration. In this model, the exclusion contour
shrinks by a modest amount ∼ (100 − 150) GeV in comparison to the exclusion contour of the
ATLAS experiment. For negligible LSP mass the exclusion region degrades to Meg ≈ 2.05 TeV,
whereas, for Mχe01 ≈ 1100 GeV the bound on Meg goes away. As expected the exclusion limit in the
LLRHW model gets depleted by a smaller amount compared to the previous LLRLW model.
For the LLRHW model the shrinkage of the exclusion is not so significant due to compression
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as compared to the LLRLW model. Here, the limit on the Meg relaxes to 1.93 TeV from 2.05 TeV
as x changes to 0.7 from 0.5 for the negligible Mχe01 .
In Fig.(2) we present the PLANCK data [77] satisfying points over the LHC exclusion plot
similar to that discussed in subsec.(3.1.1) for Fig.(1).
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Figure 2: Exclusion contour (green dashed line) is obtained for the Left Light Right Heavy Wino
(LLRHW) model where L-type squark masses are small, and R-type squark masses are quite heavy
(Meg < MqeL ≪ MqeR ). The lighter charginos and second lightest neutralino are wino type. The
ATLAS exclusion limits on gluino masses in their simplified model is displayed by solid black
line. The cyan points satisfy relic density data obtained from the PLANCK data [77]. The color
conventions are the same as given in Fig.(1).
In another variant of wino model namely, Left Heavy Right Light Wino (LHRLW) model, this
1l + jets + E
/T signal disappears as the gluino predominantly decays into jets + E
/T channel.

3.2

Higgsino model

We now discuss the scenario where the lighter chargino (e
χ±
1 ), the second and third lightest neutralinos (e
χ02 , χ
e03 ) are higgsino dominated and χ
e01 being still bino dominated. This model can be realized
by considering large M2 . The preferred hierarchy of the gaugino and higgsino mass parameters
are to be set as M1 < µ ≪ M2 . In the following subsections we will study this model for various
scenarios depending on where L-type or R-type squark masses are placed with respect to the gluino
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mass.
3.2.1

LLRLH: Left Light Right Light Higgsino model

In the Left Light Right Light Higgsino (LLRLH) model, it is assumed that both the L-type and
R-type squark mass parameters of the first two generations are fixed at ≃ 2.5 TeV. For this part
of the parameter space, the gluino pair production dominantly gives jets + E/T signal. The BR of
gluino decaying into χ
e±
χ02 in association with quarks is almost negligible, resulting in yield of a
1 /e
meager amount of 1l + jets + ✚
E✚
E✚
T final states. As a result, the bound on Me
T [54]
g from 1l + jets + ✚
search by ATLAS almost vanishes for higgsino model.
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Figure 3: In this figure we present a scatter plot of the points satisfying the DM relic density data
from the PLANCK [77] experiment in one of the higgsino models (LLRLH model). Since all the
higgsino models are allowed by the 1l + jets + ✚
E✚
T analysis from the ATLAS collaboration [54], we
have shown for reference, the ATLAS exclusion contour for simplified model by the solid black line.
Colours and conventions are the same as Fig.(1)
We also present the PLANCK data [77] allowed points for the LLRLH model in Fig.(3). In
the figure we observe three separate branches. The lowest one produces the right relic abundance
through the LSP-pair annihilation via s-channel h/Z resonances. The upper branches primarily
consists of three relic density producing regions namely the LSP-pair annihilation for relatively low
Meg (as discussed before) and the A and H ± resonance regions and a very important coannihilation
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region. This region has the same characteristics discussed for LLRLW model. The nearly horizontal
branches corresponding to Mχe01 ≃ MA/2 ≃ MH ± /2 represents LSP pair annihilation via A and H ±
resonances.
3.2.2

LLRHH: Left Light Right Heavy Higgsino model

In the Left Light Right Heavy Higgsino (LLRHH) model, the mass of the L-type squarks of first
two generations are assumed to have values around 2.5 TeV, whereas, the R-type squarks are set
at 6.5 TeV. Therefore, the R-type squarks have less chance to appear in the off-shell propagator
in gluino decay. The dominant decay modes of the gluino for this case is q q̄χ
e01 , resulting in very
depleted number of 1l + jets +✚
E✚
T [54] final states. For such scenario, therefore, the ATLAS bounds
practically the same as in the previous case.
We note in passing that for the case where the R-type squarks are made to be lighter and
L-type squarks are heavier, the model is equivalent to the ATLAS simplified model for search in
the jets + ✚
E✚
T [65] final state which we will discuss in the next section.

4

E✚
Higgsino model in the light of jets + ✚
T data

As noted in sec.(3), in all the variants of higgsino type models, that practically all the parameter
space are allowed by 1l + jets + E
/T data [54]. This happens because, the gluino dominantly decays
into the LSP and jets in such models making the one lepton signal vanishingly small. Therefore,
the viability of such models need to be analyzed again by jets + E
/T data [65].
For the purpose of illustration we consider the LLRLH model which is unbounded from the
ATLAS 1l + jets + E
/T [54] constraint. In Fig.(4) we present the exclusion contour for ATLAS
jets + E
/T data in respect of simplified model by black solid line. In the same figure the green
dashed line corresponds to exclusion contour for LLRLH model. It is also seen from the figure
that the gluino mass bounds do not alter appreciably for that obtained from the 1l + jets + E
/T
analysis for negligible LSP mass. The disallowed region of parameter space (near around Meg = Mχe01
line) extends a little above the ATLAS jets + E
/T exclusion contour thereby making the Meg -bound
stronger. Hence it is observed that the overall excluded region of parameter space does not change
significantly in comparison with the exclusion contour drawn from jets + E
/T data [65]. It should
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Figure 4: Exclusion contour (green dashed line) is obtained for the Left Light Right Light Higgsino
(LLRLH) model where both L-type and R-type squark masses are small but larger than the gluino
mass (Meg < MqeL = MqeR ). The lighter charginos and second lightest neutralino are higgsino type.
The ATLAS exclusion limit on gluino mass for the search of jets + ✚
E✚
T [65] at 13 TeV for simplified
model is displayed in solid black line. The color conventions are the same as given in Fig.(1).
be kept in mind that the whole region of parameter space is allowed by 1l + jets + E
/T data.
We observe from Fig.(1) (Fig.(2)) that for negligible LSP mass the limit on Meg is obtained
around 2 TeV for LLRLW and LLRHW models, constrained by 1l + jets + E
/T data. Compared
to these numbers, in LLRLH model the bound on Meg becomes 2.3 TeV obtained from jets + E
/T
data. Thus the bounds on Meg in LLRLH model (see Fig.(4)) is quite comparable to that for wino
type LLRLW/LLRHW model (see Fig.(1)/(2)).

5

Direct Detection through Spin-independent scattering

In addition to the constraint from the PLANCK results, we compute the spin-independent (SI) LSPSI ) in relation to the earlier LUX data [84] and the more recent
proton scattering cross section (σχp

XENON1T data [85]. The cross section is sensitive to the mass of the LSP and the compositions of
the LSP [13,108]. We must keep in mind various sizable uncertainties which plague the computation
SI . For example, they may arise due to low energy hadronic physics [109–112], the local DM
of σχp

density which has not been measured directly [113–115], non-Maxwellian velocity distribution of
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the WIMPs [116, 117] etc. Combining all these the rate of direct detection may involve an order of
magnitude of uncertainty or more.
Within the detector nucleus, SI interaction occurs between the lightest neutralino (LSP) and
the quarks inside the nucleon through s-channel squark exchange and t-channel Higgs exchange
SI comes from the t-channel Higgs exchange as squarks
processes. The dominant contribution to σχp

are assumed to be considerably heavy throughout this analysis. The effective couplings are dependent on the nature of composition of the LSP. The products of the gaugino and the higgsino
e01 coucomponents of the neutralino diagonalizing matrix have a major contribution in the h(H)e
χ01 χ
pling where H is the CP even heavy neutral higgs boson. Assuming the LSP to be bino dominated
(M1 ≪ M2 , µ), the effective couplings can be approximated as [118],

Cheχχe ≃

MZ sW tW
[M1 + µ sin 2β]
M12 − µ2

CH χeχe ≃ −

MZ sW tW
µ cos 2β
M12 − µ2

where, sW = sin θW with θW as the Weinberg angle and MZ is the mass of the Z boson. From the
couplings we can easily interpret that a significant amount of bino-higgsino mixing i.e. M1 ≃ µ
SI , whereas, a bino dominated LSP has small coupling
results in a large value of the SI cross section σχp

and hence the XENON1T [85] experiment can probe such models. In the following subsections the
computed results are presented for different wino and higgsino models.

5.1

LLRLW and LLRHW

We now consider the points in Figs.(1) and (2) which are consistent with both LHC and PLANCK
data and test their viability vis-a-vis the XENON1T [85] data.
SI plane for LLRLW model. The value of σ SI
In Fig.(5a) we present the plot in the Mχe01 − σχp
χp

is computed using micrOMEGAs 5.2 [119]. The exclusion limits for the LUX and the XENON1T
results are shown by the brown and orange curves respectively. Dark blue region of parameter
space is allowed by the ATLAS data [54] as well as the PLANCK [77] data. The cyan points denote
the region of parameter space allowed by the PLANCK data only. Whereas the dark blue region of
parameter space consistent with both LHC and PLANCK data satisfies the latest direct detection
constraints [84, 85]. The similar observations are found in LLRHW model which is displayed in
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Figure 5: Spin-Independent direct detection cross section for the a) Left Light Right Light Wino
(LLRLW) model and b) Left Light Right Heavy Wino (LLRHW) model. Upper limits on the
spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section at 90% C.L provided by the LUX [84] and
the XENON1T [85] are shown as brown and orange lines respectively. The cyan points only satisfy
the relic density data from the PLANCK [77] experiment. The points which are allowed by both
the LHC and PLANCK data are shown by the dark blue points.
Fig.(5b).
We also observe in Fig.(5a) that the points which satisfy the condition Mχe01 & 1.1 TeV are
allowed by the ATLAS data [54,65] (see Figs.(1)−(4)), the PLANCK constraint [77] and as well as
the DM direct detection results [84,85]. From Fig.(5b) for LLRHW model we further infer that the
parameter space points with Mχe01 & 1.1 TeV are also allowed by all the constraints discussed above.

5.2

Higgsino models

SI for the LLRLH model in Fig.(6). It appears
For the sake of completeness, we plot the Mχe01 − σχp

that the points consistent with the LHC and PLANCK data are in conflict with XENON1T data.
How ever in view of the theoretical and experimental uncertainties discussed above this conflict is
inconclusive.
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Figure 6: Spin-Independent direct detection results for the Left Light Right Light Higgsino (LLRLH) model. Colours and conventions are the same as in Fig.(5)

6

Spin-Dependent cross section from IceCube experiment:

The data obtained from the IceCube experiment [86] is based on the indirect detection technology
of the DM particles. Here a pair of DM particles annihilate to produce various SM particles in pairs.
The production of the SM particles in the final state depends on the mass of the corresponding
DM particles and can lead to interesting signals for indirect search of the DM.

The spin-dependent (SD) χ
e01 − p scattering process occurs via s-channel squark mediated and
t-channel Z boson mediated feynman diagrams [17, 108, 120]. The larger value of the above scat2
SD results from a large Zχχ coupling given by C
2
tering cross section, σχp
Zχχ ∝ |N13 − N14 | where

N13 and N14 stands for the higgsino components present in the LSP. For the higgsino type models,
SI is relatively large because of the small difference between M and µ as discussed in sec.(5).
σχp
1

Enhancement of both the SI and SD χ
e − p cross sections results in loss of energy of the corresponding DM particle so that its velocity falls below the escape velocity. This leads to the gravitational
capture of the DM within the Sun (e.g., see [13, 121–124]).

The gravitationally captured LSPs undergo pair annihilation resulting in final states comprising
of highly energetic SM particles. Out of these particles W ± can decay into neutrinos which can
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reach the Earth’s atmosphere. The muon flux produced by these neutrinos can be measured by the
SD can be computed [125, 126].
IceCube experiment [86]. From this data σχp

6.1

LLRLW and LLRHW

SD for the LLRLW and LLRHW models against the LSP mass
In Figs.(7a) and (7b) we present σχp
SD , is computed by
with respect to the IceCube data [86]. The spin-dependent cross section, σχp

using micrOMEGAs 5.2 [119]. The cyan points in the plot satisfy the relic density observed by the
PLANCK experiment [77]. The present upper limit obtained from the IceCube experiment [86] is
shown by the orange line. The dark blue points in both the models (see Figs.(7a) and (7b)) are
allowed by all data.
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SD vs M
Figure 7: (a) Plot of spin-dependent direct detection cross section σχp
χ
e01 for LLRLW model.
SD vs M
(b) Plot of spin-dependent direct detection cross section σχp
χ
e01 for LLRHW model. The

orange line corresponds to the hard annihilation channels (DM DM → W + W − ) obtained from the
IceCube experiment [86]. The cyan points satisfy the PLANCK data [77] and similarly dark blue
points satisfy to both the collider as well as the PLANCK data.
SD decreases and eventually it dips at around M
In Fig.(7a), as Mχe01 increases σχp
χ
e01 ≃ 1.35 TeV

SD further starts enhancing as M
and thereafter σχp
χ
e01 increases. This can be explained in the fol-

lowing way. The spin-dependent elastic scattering of χ
e01 with proton takes place through s-channel
squark mediated or t-channel Z boson mediated process. For low LSP mass Z boson mediated
SD but as M 0 increases the squark mediated process begins
process contributes significantly in σχp
χ
e1
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to dominate over the former one. The enhancement of squark mediated process takes place in the
region of parameter space where Mχe01 is comparable to the mass of the squarks. However, these two
SD near M
processes can interfere destructively resulting in a remarkably small value of σχp
χ
e01 ≃ 1.35

TeV.

6.2

Higgsino models
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Figure 8: Plot of spin-dependent direct detection cross section σχp
χ
e01 for LLRLH model.

Colours and conventions are the same as described in Fig.(7).
SD against M
For the purpose of illustration we display the σχp
χ
e01 in Fig.(8) for LLRLH model.

All the points in the plot are found to be satisfied by the IceCube data [86]. Here it is noted that
the dark blue points satisfy the LHC data [54,65] and PLANCK data. Therefore, these models can
be easily probed by the present spin-dependent DM-proton direct detection experiment. In this
SD around M
figure we still see the decrease in σχp
χ
e01 ≃ 1.5 TeV due to the reason discussed earlier

in subsec.(6.1)

7

Relative signal strengths of various models

From our analyses in two different gluino search channels, we sketch the feasibility of distinguishing
different pMSSM scenarios discussed in sec.(3). If gluino signals are observed in at least two
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channels, this method might be helpful to identify the underlying model. In order to keep the
production cross section fixed, we choose Meg = 1.3 TeV (allowed by all data), while the other mass
parameters are chosen from various models. To carry out our analysis we choose three benchmark
points (BPs) from Fig.(1)−(3) (see Table(1)). BP1, BP2 and BP3 are chosen from LLRLW,
LLRHW and LLRLH models respectively.
The decay modes and their branching fractions relevant for the gluino signals for Meg = 1.3
TeV are presented in Table(2). It may be noted that in this table the BRs of the gluino may not
add up to 100%. This is due to the fact that in some scenarios the gluino also decays into the
other channels with small but non-negligible BRs. However, all modes are taken into account while
simulating the gluino signal.
Benchmark point

M1

M2

M3

µ

Meg

Mχe01

Mχe±

Ωχe h2

σSI (pb)

σSD (pb)

BP1 (form Fig.1)

1269

1236

982

2472

1300

1238

1269

0.116

3.052 × 10−11

3.702 × 10−10

BP2 (from Fig. 2)

1262

1232

946

2464

1300

1231

1265

0.124

2.844 × 10−11

7.571 × 10−9

BP3 (form Fig.3)

1310

2492

983

1246

1300

1238

1268

0.122

1.737 × 10−8

6.022 × 10−6

1

Table 1: The sparticle mass spectra corresponding to different benchmark points chosen from Fig.1
to Fig.3. The mass parameters are in GeV.
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Decay Modes

BP1

BP2

BP3

g→χ
e
e01 q q̄

80.86

28.08

64.34

→χ
e02 q q̄

6.16

23.20

′
→χ
e±
1 q q̄

−

12.68

47.60

−

→χ
e01 g

−

−

29.68

→χ
e02 g

−

−

5.78

χ
e±
e01 W ∗±
1 →χ

100

100

100

e01 q q̄
χ
e02 → χ

82.14

84.13

67.56

→χ
e01 l+ l−

3.52

3.67

32.07

→χ
e01 γ

12.67

10.49

0.33

Table 2: The BR (%) of the dominant decay modes of the sparticles for the different BPs. Here q
and q ′ denote first two generation of quarks . ‘−’ denotes a negligible branching fraction and W ∗±
denotes the off-shell W ± .

Points

S1

S0

R

BP1

2.03

15.82

0.77

BP2

7.11

14.80

0.35

BP3

0.44

25.11

0.97

Table 3: The table displays S0 and S1 and R for different BPs. S0 and S1 represent the number of
signal events corresponding to jets + E
/T data and 1l + jets + E
/T data respectively for an integrated
luminosity 139 fb−1 . Here R stands for

S0 −S1
S0 +S1 .

We now use the ATLAS gluino searches for

√

s = 13 TeV with integrated luminosity L = 139

fb−1 in 1l + jets + ✚
E✚
E✚
T and jets + ✚
T channels, as described in subsec.(2.1.2) and in sec.(4). We
define an observable called relative signal strength, R =

S0 −S1
S0 +S1 ,

where S0 and S1 denote the number

of signal events of jets + ✚
E✚
E✚
T and 1l + jets + ✚
T channels respectively. It is worth mentioning that
the ratio R is almost free from theoretical uncertainties like the choice of QCD scale and the PDFs
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etc.
In Table(3) we display the magnitudes of S1 , S0 and R corresponding to different BPs. We find
that S0 is larger than S1 in all models. However, the ratio R, distinguishes different models. This
technique of discriminating among various pMSSM models using multichannel analysis may be a
useful tool if significant signals in different channels are found in future LHC experiments. A similar
method was used to illustrate this possibility of discrimination using RUN-I data [56, 57, 127].

8

Conclusion

The main purpose of this paper is to reexamine the limits on Meg obtained by the ATLAS collaboration using rather contrived simplified models [54,65]. We analyze the same data in the more generic
pMSSM model and study the variation of the limits with parameters which are most relevant for
the signal being analyzed.
We first revisit the ATLAS 1l + jets + E
/T data [54]. Here we assume LSP to be bino like and
χ
e±
e02 to be wino like (see subsec.(3.1)). Other electroweakinos are assumed to be decoupled. In
1, χ
the susbsec.(3.1.1) both L-type and R-type squarks are assumed to be light and mass degenerate
(MqeL = MqeR ≈ 2.5 TeV). The resulting exclusion contour is displayed in the Meg − Mχe01 mass plane
in Fig.(1). The modest change in the exclusion contour with respect to the ATLAS contour (due to
reasons discussed in the text) can be seen in Fig.(1). However, if the compression factor x (defined
in the subsec.(2.1.2)) is increased the same contour shrinks even more. For example if x = 0.7, the
limit is Meg & 1.7 TeV for negligible LSP mass.
On the other hand if MqeR ≫ MqeL ≈ 2.5 TeV, the pMSSM model is closer to the ATLAS
simplified model. This is reflected by the fact that the new exclusion contour shrinks very little
compared to the ATLAS result (see Fig.(2)).
e03 are higgsino like (see subsec.(3.2)). In this
e02 and χ
The results change dramatically if χ
e±
1, χ
scenario the gluino dominantly decays directly into the LSP and jets. Thus irrespective of the
squark mass hierarchy the 1l + jets + E
/T signature is highly depleted.
We next analyze the higgsino models in the light of ATLAS jets + E
/T data. As an illustration
we present in Fig.(4) a comparative study of the constraints in the LLRLH model and that in
the ATLAS simplified model [65]. There is no significant change observed between the two. From
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Figs.(1)−(4) we find that even in the compressed scenario (Meg ≃ Mχe01 ), Meg & 1.5 TeV is a fairly
conservative limit [128, 129]. For smaller LSP mass Meg & 2 TeV is a fairly reliable bound. More
importantly it appears that the bounds from a single channel in a simplified model is not reliable.
This we have seen in the case of the constraint from the 1l + jets + E
/T data (see the higgsino models
in subsec.(3.2)). However, data analysis in more than one channel may lead to reliable limits even
in the more generic pMSSM model with 19 parameters.
As discussed in the introduction one can make a useful analysis of the interplay between
the LHC and PLANCK data on dark matter relic density within the framework of the pMSSM.
From Figs.(1)−(4) we find that coannihilation of the LSP with other spin half gauginos is an
important DM producing mechanism in the parameter space allowed by the LHC data. The
coannihilation of the gluinos with the LSP is the dominant among other coannihilation channels.
For the higgsino models there is another interesting process for DM relic density production. They
are LSP annihilation via H + or A resonance (see Fig.(3)).
In Fig.(5a)((5b)) we show the points in the LLRLW (LLRHW) model consistent with both
LHC and PLANCK data by the dark blue points. All presently available constraints are satisfied
by these points for Mχe01 & 1.1 TeV (see Fig.(4)).
We have displayed the direct detection results in connection with XENON1T data for LLRLH
model in Fig.(6). The points satisfying LHC and PLANCK constraints are found to be apparently
in conflict with XENON1T data. This disagreement, however, is not conclusive if theoretical and
experimental uncertainties in deriving the limits are taken into consideration.
SD (see sec.(6)) which is determined by the IceCube experiment
We have also computed the σχp

[86]. We find that, (see Figs.(7a), (7b) and (8)) in all the models examined by us there are points
represented by dark blue dots which are consistent with all data.
Finally, we have carried out a small exercise in sec.(7). This illustrates that if future LHC
experiments discover signals in both jets + E
/T and 1l + jets + E
/T channels then the underlying
wino and higgsino type models can be distinguished from each other by measuring an observable,
R defined in sec.(7).
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